CANDY PROCESS EQUIPMENT

BALL CUTTER / DISC CUTTER

FOR THE FORMING OF HIGH QUALITY CANDIES IN BALLS OR DISCS

For Discs

The Logo Candy Disc Cutting Machine is excellent for the cutting of rock candy into perfectly formed discs. Any designs such as fruits, faces or lettering running through the centre will be neatly visible once the candy has been cut. The machine ensures that each candy disc is the same size and will leave the edges of the candy rounded.

Also for Balls

The Ball Candy Machine is excellent for the cutting of rock candy into perfectly formed ball shapes. The machine ensures that each candy ball is the same size and will leave the edges of the candy rounded and smooth.

FEATURES

- Two sets of infeed rollers
- Long rope cutter
- Rope transfer
- Multi-blade disc / ball cutter
- Table top machine (standard model)
- Fall out chute

OPTIONS

- Osculating three-level cooler
- Can be produced to cut Discs or Balls
BALL CUTTER / DISC CUTTER

SPECIFICATIONS

Overall Height
1500mm

Overall Length
1200mm

Overall Width
900mm

Material
Machine - 304 Stainless Steel with bead blast finish

Output
Up to 150Kg per hour depending on sweet size

Weight
Machine = 465Kg

Uses (dependant on product consistency)
Hard Candy

https://youtu.be/8aU19kj_wu8

Measurements are in millimetres